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Abstract
A transatlantic CI/ADCP section nominally located at iioN was cared out in
March 1989. In this paper relative geostrphic velocities are computed from these data via
the thermal wind balance, with reference level choices based primarly on water mass
distrbutions. Mass is conserved by requing the geostrophic trsport to balance the sum
of the Ekman and shalow western boundar curent trsports.
A brief overview of the meridional circulation of the upper waters resulting from
these analysis techniques is presented, and indicates a North Brazil Current transport of
nearly 12 Sv. Trasports of the shallow waters are found to support the results of Schmitz
and Richardson (1991) who found nearly half of the Florida Current waters to be derived
from the South Atlantic. Schematic circulation patterns of the NADW and AABW are also
presented The deep waters of the western basin are dominated by a cyclonic recirculation
gyre, consisting of a southward DWBC trnsport of 26.5 :: 1.8 Sv, with nearly half of this
flow returning nortward along the wester flan of the MA. A parcularly notable result
of the deep western basin analysis is the negligible net flow of middle NADW. Although
the nortward flows of upper and lower NADW along the western flank of the MAR are
believed to be associated with the local recirculation gye, the northward flow of middle
NADW, which nearly balances the southward flow of this water mass along the western
bounda, may be derived from the eastern basin of the South Atlantic. The deep waters of
the eastern basin are also dominated by a large cyclonic recirculation gyre, consisting
primarly of lower NADW and supplemented by middle NADW and AABW. Each of
these water masses, as well as the upper NADW, have small net northward flows within
the eastern basin. The AABW most likely enters the eastern basin by means of the Vema
Fractur Zone, while the lower NADW enters primarly though the Kae Gap.
Although the components of the horizontal circulation discussed above agree well
with results from previous CTD,current meter, and float studies, the meridional
overting cell (5.2:: 1.6 Sv) and the net heat flux (2.3 :: 1.6 x 1014 W) calculated in this
study are considerably lower, and the net freshwater flux (-0.60:: 1.5 Sv) is slightly
higher than previous estiates. These dis'crepancies may be attbuted to: (1) differences in
methodologies, (2) the increased resolution of this section (as compared to earlier IGY
sections), and (3) tempora (including decadal, synoptic, and most importantly, seasonal)
varabilty. Annual average meridional overting (12 Sv), heat flux (11 x 1014 W), and
freshwater flux (-0.35 Sv), are computed based on annual average Ekman and NBC
trnsports, temperatures, and salinities, and agree well with most previous annual
estimates. The large dierence between the Marh and the anual estimates is indicative of
the importce of seasonal varabilty within the trpical Nort Atlantic.
Thesis Supervisor: Melinda M. Hal
Title: Assocate Scientist
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1. Introduction
One of the best ways of examining large scale oceanic circulation, and a proven
method of directly computing meridional heat and freshwater fluxes, is the analysis of
zonal coast to coast hydrographic sections. The data previously used for such studies in
the Atlantic have primarly been the International Geophysical Year (IGY) data of the
1950's (Hall and Bryden 1982; Roemmch 1983; Roemmch and Wunsch 1985; Rintoul
1991). Although these sections can give us some insight as to the net mass, heat, and
freshwater trnsports in the Atlantic, the poor horizonta (and vertcal) resolution of these
trsects makes it dificult to identiy the natue of the horionta circulation.
In this study we reexamine the circulation of the tropical North Atlantic by
analyzing a much more recent hydrogrphic section nominally located at iioN. As a result
of the high horizontal resolution of this section (four to five times greater than that of the
IGY transects), a detailed analysis of the horizontal circulation across this section is
possible. Thus, a primar goal of this study is to quantify some of the known circulation
patterns in the tropical Atlantic, such as the magnitude of the Deep Western Boundar
Current (DWBC) and its recirculation, as well as bring to light new elements of the
. circulation such as the possible net northward flow of middle Nort Atlantic Deep Water
(NAbW). Comparson between the horizonta circulation results of this ,study and those
from other float, curent meter, and em data analyses helps us to pait a definitive picture
of the meridional flow patterns in this region.
Since this transect reaches all the way from French Guiana to Senegal, direct
computations of heat and freshwater transports are also possible. Pary as a result of the
lack of diect heat flux estimates (there have only been a couple direct computations of heat
flux (Roemmich 1983; Wunsch 1984) in the tropical North Atlantic), heat transport
estiates obtaned indiectly via surace heat budgets and general circulation models var
widely. Although integrations of evaporative fluxes provided by Baumganer and Reichel
(1975) and Schmtt et ala (1989) indicate a maimum of freshwater transport in the tropical
Nor Atlantic (Wijffels et ala 1992), freshwater trsport has never bt:n diectly calculated
within this region. Therefore an importnt par of this paper wil be to provide direct
estiates of heat and freshwater fluxes with which the many inditly calculated fluxes can
be compared.
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The tropical North Atlantic is parcularly complicated by the strong seasonal
varability of the winds (and the resulting Ekman transport) and the Nort Brazl Current
(NBC). Although the horizontal circulation patterns of the intermedate, deep and bottom
waters are relatively independent of the Ekman and western boundar curent transports,
the strength of the meridional overturning cell is extremely dependent on these factors. As
a result, the net volume, heat and freshwater fluxes are highly sensitive to seasonal
changes. From previous observational studies we can approximate the Ekman and NBC
trsports at other times of the year, and thus we ar also able to estiate the magnitude of
the seasonal varabilty in these net meridional fluxes. Although it is more difficult to
assess, the possibilty of decadal varabilty (between for instace the 1950's IGY data and
our 1989 section) wil also be discussed.
In this study, volume, heat, and freshwater transports are calculated by integrating
velocities obtained by means of the dynanc method. Since such geostrophic calculations
determne only vertcal shear, and not absolute velocities, one needs to know the absolute
velocity a priori at one depth for each station pai in order to determne absolute velocities.
There are a number of ways in which the velocity at such a 'reference level' can be
determned., If long-term current meter records or acoustic doppler curent profiler (ADCP)
measurements are available in the vicinity of the hydrographic stations, the geostrophic
velocities can, in theory, be referenced to these absolute velocities. Beta spir and inverse
methods can also be used. Although some of these other methods may be applied to this
data set in the future, in this paper we use the more trditional method of choosing a level
(or levels) of no motion based primarly on water mass distrbutions and using these as a
reference for the geostrophic velocity calculations. Mass conservation is then satisfied by
balancing the geostrophic transport with the sum of the shallow NBC transport and the
ageostrphic Elamin trspor The consistency of our results with avaiable diect velocity
meaurments and other Cl studies in the ara justifies our analysis methods a posteriori.
In the next section we provide a brief description of the data used in this study,
followed by a discussion of some of the subtleties in the data analysis. In section 3 the
horizonta ciulation acrss this trset is desbe and the net heat and frshwater fluxes
ar calculate. Possible explanations for the relatively low values we obta for these latter
fluxes, in comparson to other diect, indict and model estimates, are discussed in Section
4. Section 5 contans a brief summ.
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2. Data and Analysis Techniques
a. Data
In March 1989, D. Roemmich, M. Hall, and T. Chereskin caried out a
CI/hydrogrphic/ADCP zonal section across the tropical Nort Atlantic Ocean, repeating
the track of a basin-wide deployment of SOFAR (Sound Fixing and Ranging) floats
completed by P. Richardson and W. Schmitz the previous month. The 400 la cruise
track, shown in'Figure 1, consisted of 84 er stations, each of which extended from the
surface down to within 10 m of the bottom. The average station spacing was 50 la, with
shorter spacing of 15 - 25 km near the coasts and in regions of strongly variable
topography. Beginning at the 200 m isobath off Senegal, the ship angled slightly
southwestward for a short segment before heading due west along 11 °12'N. In order to
approach the South American coast perpendicularly, the ship made a second tur toward
the southwest at roughly 46.5°W. The last station was located near the 200 m isobath off
French Guiana. To the west of this er, the ADCP was used in bottom-tracking mode in
order to determine the transport of the NBC over the wide shallow shelf, ilustrated in
Figure 2.
Although later work on this project wil synthesize the hydrogrphic data with the
SOF AR float and ADCP data, in this work we employ the trditional method of choosing a
reference level based primarly on water mass distrbutions, and referencing the geostrophic
velocity calculations to this assumed level of least motion. When using this method there
ar a number of choices that must be made. For instace, one must decde what velocity to
attrbute to the bottom trangles, and how to account for intervening topography. (The
details of this par of the analysis are given in the Appendix.) The Ekman and shallow
western boundar transports must also be computed using either climatological data or in
situ ADCP data obtaned durg the crise. A reference level, or combination of reference
levels, must also be chosen in order to obtan absolute velocities from the relative velocities
given by the application of the thermal wind relationship. All these choices must. be made
in such a manner that mass is conserved, i.e. tota geostrophic mass transport across the
section must balance the shallow western bounda and Ekan trsports. The remainder
of this section describes ways in which these complications have been addressed in the
past, as well as how they are specifcaly dealt with in this study.
- 12-
b. Ekmn and shallow western boundry transport .
Ekman transport is a major component in the meridional circulation, heat and
freshwater balances of the tropical North Atlantic. For example, using IOY 8°N data,
Roemmich (1983) found the heat flux due to the Ekman transport to be greater in
magnitude than that due to the geostrophic trnsport. This condition was not found at the
sections Roemmch examed at 24°N, 80S and 24°S.
Chereskin and Roemmich (1991) computed the Ekman transport across the iioN
transect (to the east of the first CTD located at the 200 m isobath) using three different
methods. The difference between the geostrophic shear and the shear measured by the
ADCP data yielded an estimate of 12.0 :t 5.5 Sv and is in good agreement with that
estimated from the shipboard winds, 8.8 :t 1.9 Sv. Using the mean monthly winds of
Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983) for the month of Marh, they obtaned a third estimate of
13.5 :t 0.3 Sv. Since the crise period was characterized by parcularly low winds, it is
not surrising that the calculations using the in situ data yielded smaler estiates of Ekman
trsport In this examnation of the March 1989 circulation across iioN, the best estimate
of Ekman transport is assumed to be a weighted mean of the two in situ estimates: 9.1 :t
. 1.8 Sv. "In order to yield a more accurate representation of the circulation for March in
general, calculations using the climatological estimate wil also be shown where
appropriate.
Along the western boundar of this transect, the nortwestward flow of the NBC is
evident from the data of the shallowest few Cf's. Using the ADCP in bottom tracking
mode, this 0(1 m.s-l) flow was observed to extend acrss the wide shallow shelf where no
Cf data was taen (Chereskin and Roemmch 1991). (See Figure 2.) The across track
component of the flow between the coast and the first CTD station, Le. the 200 m isobath,
is hereafter referred to as the 'shallow NBC transport'. Using the ADCP data over the
shelf, Chereskin (pers. comm.) calculated the net shallow NBC transport to be 4.5:t 1 Sv.
Absolute velocities were integrated from the bottom to 30 m (2.7 Sv), and a slab
extrapolation was applied between 30 m and the suiace (1.8 Sv). Of this net flow, 3.3 Sv
was found to be, in water depths of less than 100 !D, in goo agreement with the shallow
transport of the Nort Brail Cuent obtaned by Cadela et al. (1992) using ADCP and
CI data from March 1990.
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The remaining calculations in this paper are performed assuming that the
geostrophic component of the flow (to the east of the first Cf) must balance the sum of
the net nortward Ekman transport and the shallow western boundar transport i.e. l3.6:t
. 2.1 Sv. Error bars on the geostrophic transports wil include the propagation of the
uncertinty in this sum.
c. Reference levels
1) APPLICA nON OF HISTORICAL REFERENCE LEVELS
Selecting a reference level of no motion is a fundamental aspect of transport
analyses based on geostrophic velocity calculations; a change in reference level of only a
few hundred meters can sometimes change even the sign of the net transport across a
hydrographic section. It is common practice to examine property distrbutions across
hydrographic sections, and to choose reference levels of no motion between known water
masses flowing in opposite directions. Using seven IGY sections in the Atlantic, Wright
(1970) chose a reference level which approximated the boundar between the NADW and
the AABW. This boundar was determned by examning temperatue-depth and salnity-
depth profies, and selecting the level where a discontinuity in the profiles occured. The
re~u1t of this analysis was a reference level that sloped from roughly 4400 m at the 16°N
section to 3400 m at the 32°S section, and nominally coincided with the 1.9°C isotherm.
(All temperatues thoughout this paper refer to potential temperatures.) In their study in
the vicinity of the Greater Antiles Outer Ridge nort of Puerto Rico, Tucholke et al. (1973)
experimented with a reference level of 4700 m, also roughly approximating the boundar
between the NADW and the AABW. A level of no motion at e = 1.9°C was also used by
Whtehead and Wortington (1982) (as well as by McCaey (1992a) in a recent update of
their analysis) for a group of hydrgrphic stations in a 300 Ia wide gap at 4°N between
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) and the Cea Rise.
Reference levels have also been chosen in the upper water column. In his
comprehensive dynamic calculations using six Meteor sections, Wust (1955; 1957) was
one of the first to choose an intermediate .reference leveL. His choice was based on an
approximation of the boundar between the Antatic Intermedate Water (AAIW) and the
upper NADW, and sloped from less than 1000 m at 19°N to about 200 m at 33°S. More
recently, Molinar et al. (1992) have found the 4.7°C isotherm to be a useful approximation
to the level of no motion in their examnation of the DWBC in the western tropical North
- 14-
Atlantic. Bennett and McCarey (1990) also suggest "faily unambiguous choices for
levels of no motion" to be between the 4° and 5°C potential temperature surfaces in this
region of the Atlantic Ocea.
As discussed above, in past hydrographic studies of the tropical Atlantic, a single
reference level was often chosen to approximate either (1) the boundar between lower
NADW and AABW (roughly 4500 db or e "" 1.8 - 1.9°C) or (2) the boundar between
AAIW and upper NADW (roughly 1200 db or e "" 4.7°C). For comparson, both of these
reference levels are applied to the full lION section, and the transport results for different
water masses are shown in Figure 3. Isothermal boundares for the water masses are
determned from the e-s diagrs shown in Figur 4. Corresponding definitions of water
masses are listed in Table 1. Station pais which include at least one station shallower than
the reference level are referenced to the deepest common leveL. In each case mass is
balanced by requirng the geostrophic trnsport to be equal and opposite to the sum of the
Ekmn and shallow NBC trsport. This is done by adding a small uniform velocity, v C?'
across the entie section, thus changing the reference level from a level of 'no' motion to a
level of 'known' motion, i.e. vo, and simultaeously shiftig the zero velocity surace to a
slightly different depth. Error bars on the transports in Figure 3 are based on the
uncertnties in the bottom trangle trsports (see Appendix), as well as in the sum of the
Ekman and shallow NBC transport.
Although a deep reference level Can sometimes give reasonable results (Wright
1970; Tucholke et al. 1973; Whitehead and WortÌngton 1982; McCarney 1992a), it
appear that this is probably not the best possible approximation to the level of no motion at
lION. As a result of the rather large mass imbalance of 38 Sv caused by choosing
(initially) 4500 db.tobe a level of no motion, a uniform velocty ofvo = -0.21 cm/s must be
, added to the section. This is equivalent to rasing the average level of no motion by 100
db which places it in the center of the l~wer core of NADW! As expected, results from
such a calculation, as shown in Figure 3a, show very little NADW flowing south. (If a
1.8°C isothermal reference level had been used in place of the 4500 db isobarc reference
level, the net NADW transport would be nortwar.) Equally problematic is the relatively ,
large southward flow of AABW caused by the use of this deep reference leveL.
As descrbed above, shalow reference levels approximatig the bounda between
the AAIW and the upper NADW have also frequently been used in the tropical Nort
Atlantic (Wust 1955; Wust 1957; Molinar et al. 1992; Bennett and McCaey 1990). The
mass imbalance caused by a reference level of 1200 db is considerably smaller, and
- 15 -
requires a velocity of only Vo = 0.08 cm/s to be added uniformly to the section. The
addition of such a small velocity changes the level of no motion by less than 20 m and
immediately indicates that this reference level choice is likely to give more reasonable
results. However, Figure 3b only shows a slightly larger southward transport of deep
water, and once again an anomalously large southward transport of AABW. Such
circulation patterns lead us to continue our search for a more appropriate reference leveL.
2) REFERENCE LEVELS USED IN THIS STUY
The possibility of other more carefully chosen reference levels producing more
realistic transports of AABW and NADW is now considered. Figure 5 shows the total
transport of AABW and NADW plotted as a function of reference leveL. For each reference
level shown, a velocity Vo has been added uniformly to the entie section in order to
maintain mass conservation. It is important to note that if a constant reference level is
chosen across the entie section, the maximum possible nortward flow of AABW is 0.4
Sv. This is considerably smaller than previous estimates of transequatorial bottom water
transport which exceed 4 Sv (McCartney and Curr 1992; McCartney 1992a).
Furermore, if the AABW is required to flow nortward, the resulting transport of totai
NADW is still only between 4 and 5.5 Sv. This.is a surrisingly low value, since deep
,water transports of roughly 17 Sv have been found both at 24°N (Hal and Bryden 1982) as
well as at 32°S (Rintoul 1991).
. Although Figure 5 shows the transport results for a number of different reference
levels, the realm of possible reference level choices is not yet exhausted. In the analysis
above, a single reference level was chosen to best approximate the level of least motion for
all station pairs. In an attempt to determine whether the small northward transport of
AABW and the small southward trnsport of NADW found above are real or are simply
arfacts of using a constat reference level across the entie section, we now allow for the
possibilty that different regions of the iioN transect may have different levels of no
motion. (In fact, it is likely that each station pai has a different level of no motion;
however, due to the limited number of known constrts, it is only possible to rationalize
the use of a few dierent reference levels.) As a result, the western and eastern basins wil
now be examined separately. Since more previous work has been cared out in the
western basin than in the eastern basin, the discussion of reference level choice will begin
there.
- 16-
Numerous studies in the past few decades indicate that the circulation within the
western basin of the tropical North Atlantic vares tremendously from west to east On the
eastern side the AABW flows nortward (McCarney 1992a), whie on the western side the
NADW flows southward along the Brazil coast (Johns et aL. 1992a; McCarey 1992b).
Furtermore, the core of the upper NADW is typically found inshore of the core of lower
NADW (Molinar et al. 1992). Thus it is conceivable that the best approximation to the
level of no motion may also differ considerably across the western basin. Therefore, the
western basin is divided into three subsections with different reference levels allowed
within each region.
One reasonable location to subdivide the western basin is at the abrupt change in
topography and increase in depth near 46.5°W (or equivalently -850 Ia offshore of the
shelf break) where the cruise track slightly changes direction, as shown in Figure 1. This
division is ilustrated in Figure 6 and is reinforced by observations which indicate that in
the tropical North Atlantic the NADW extends at least 800 Ia offshore (Molinar et aL.
1992). Furtermore, within the deep waters of the iioN transect the highest values of
dissolved oxygen and the lowest values of silicate and phosphate, which are indicative of
the NADW, lie primarly in the westernmost 850 Ia as ilustrated in Figure 7. A second
division of the basin is imposed in order to allow the upper and lower cores of NADW to,
have different reference levels. A division positioned near 500W (or equivalently -175 Ia
offshore of the shelf break, as shown in Figure 6) appears to separate the inshore core of
upper NADW at 1800 m depth from the offshore core of lower NADW. Such a boundar
, is also useful in that it marks the location of a significant change in the bottom slope. It
must be remembered, however, that such divisions are primarly convenient methods by
which reference level possibilties can be examned. Even if such separations existed they
probably would not be uniform with depth, but might be tilted with the slope of the
surunding bathymetr.
Since logical divisions between the eastern, middle and western pars of the west
basin have now been established, the reference levels must be decided upon for each of
these regions. One method of determning a level of least motion is to examne curent
meter data. There are two sets of curent meter data off the coast of S. America that are
relevant to our iioN section: Wltehead and Wortington's ary at 4°N, and the aray of
Johns et aL. (1992a) at 8°N. (Because neither of these arys were coincident in time or
space with our section, it is not logical to reference our geostrophic velocities diectly to
these curent meter measurments.) Since all the curent meters at 4°N are below 400 m,
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it is not possible to determne from these data alone whether a shalow or a deep level of no
motion would be more appropriate. However, these data do indicate that at depths of 400
m or so there is a strong periodic varabilty with roughly a 60-day time scale and
amplitudes of up to 20 cm/s. The data at 8°N also show considerable vertcal excursion of
isotherms with a similar periodic oscilation. In some instances, AABW as cold as 1.4°C
was observed to flow southward. The strong temporal varabilty of NADW and AABW
trsports at these locations introduces some doubt as to whether a reference level between
these two water masses is the best choice for the western side of the western basin.
Another reason to exclude the deep reference levels from consideration in the
western basin is that this par of the 1-°N section crosses the hypothesized Guiana Abyssal
Gyre (McCarney 1992b; Johns et al. 1992a). It is believed that within the western basin
of the tropical Nort Atlantic, the bottom water flows northward along the MAR and
returns southward along the western boundar, while the deep water flows southward
along the western boundar and recirculates back nortward along the western side of the
MAR. This recirculation of both the NADW and the AABW appear to extend southward
to the Cear Rise (- 4°N) and nortward to at least 14°N (Molinar et al. 1992). Thus it is
liely that within the entire western basin the AABW is flowing in the same diection as the
lower NADW, and a reference level between these water masses is not suitable as a level of
no motion.
Evidence of the Guiana Abyssal Gyre is shown in the potential temperature
contours of Figure 7a. Here the isotherms both above 1.8° (NADW) and below 1.8°
(AABW) slope upward toward the coast. If a reference level of 8 = 1.8°C is chosen, the
resulting NADW flow would be northward - in disagreement with almost all tracer and
curent meter data in the DWBC. Furermore, although the strong maimum of dissolved
oxygen provides'indisputable evidence for the presence of NADW (Figure 7c), this
maximum is associated with isotherms (8 = 1.8° - 2.4°C) rising towards the western
boundar; these are indicative of a southward flowing water mass only if a reference level
above the lower core of NADW (i.e. shallower than 3000 db) is chosen. Similarly on the
eastern side of the western basin, the high silcate values of the AAW (Figue 7d) lie near
the bottom of the western basin and are coincident with isotherms (8 = 1.4° - 1.9°C)
sloping upward against the MAR; these are indicative of a nortward flowing water mass
only if a reference level above 300 db is chosen.
Although deep reference levels have now been eliminated from consideration,
which reference levels are preferable? In order to gain insight into this question, trnsport
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per unit depth relauve to the bonom is ploned in Figure 8. Trasport per unit depth for the
secuon as a whole is shown jn Figure 8a, and that for the individual Regions 1 - 3 are
shown in Figures 8(b, c, and d) respecuvely.
Figure 8b indicates two disunct water masses in Region 1: one located at 800 m
depth and the other at 1800 m. The upper layer is idenufied as AAIW by its strong oxygen
minimum (Figure 7c), while the silc,ate maximum of the lower core (Figure 7d) indicates
that it must be of nortern ongin. Because the long term mean flows of these two water
masses are expected to be in opposite diections, a reference level of 1100 db is chosen.
Figures 8c and 8d do not show any clear levels of least mouon and thus a different
method must be used to determne the reference levels for Regions 2 and 3. Since deep
reference levels have aleady been elimnated from consideration, only those between 1000
db and 3000 db are allowed. If reference levels of 100 db increments are considered there
are 441 possible, combinations for the western basin alone. Each of these 441
combinations were examned, and those with southward flow of AABW with a magnitude
greater than 0.5 Sv were rejected. Since McCaney et al. (1991) predct a nortward flow
of roughly 2 Sv in the western basin across 11 ON, our initial constraint is a mild one; at
this point we only reject absurdly large southward flows of bottom water. (Also note that
mass cannot yet be balanced since a reference level for Region 4 has not yet been chosen;
however, as a result of the smal area that the AABW occupies, the addition of a tyical Vo
(0(+.1 cm.s-I)) will increase the western basin bottom water transport by only 0.2 Sv.)
This single constrt eliminates 293 combinations from furher consideration.
Figure 9 ilustrates the western basin NADW and AABW transport for all the
possible refei:ence level combinations discussed above. The combinations rejected due to
large southward trnsports of AABW are shaded, and, as shown in Figure 9b, correspond
to the largest southward transports of NADW. As a result of the anomalously low
transports of NADW shown in Figure 5, we now select from the remaining (unshaded)
148 combinations the 20% (i.e. 30 levels) that have the greatest transport of NADW.
These 30 choices are shown by astensks in Figure 9b. (Note that afer mas is balanced by
uniformy addig a tyical positive Vo to the section, the southward flowing western basin
NADW trsport wil decrease in magnitude by roughly 3 Sv.)
Eastern basin reference levels are now chosen such that tota NADW transport
(across the entire section) is maximized for each of these 30 combinations. All levels
between 100 db and 500 db (in 100 db increments) are examned. For every one of the
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30 combinations found above, the eastern reference level that maximizes total NADW
trsport (after balancing mass), is located at 2100 db.
In summar, levels of no motion have been chosen that give "reasonable" western
basin AAW transport and simultaeously maxime tota NADW trsport. These cntena
yield reference levels of 1100 db for Region 1,2100 db for Region 4 and thiry possible
reference level combinations for Regions 2 and 3, as depicted in Figure 9b, and listed in
Table 2. The resulting net transports are shown in Figure 10. Error bars include the
uncertties in the bottom trangle, Ekm, and shalow NBC transports. The error due to
reference level choice is assumed to be equal to the standard devIauon of the thir different
reference level calculations, and in this case is insignificant in companson to the other
sources of error.
The trsport results shown in Figue 10 ar clearly more reasonable- than the initial
results shown in Figure 3. For instace, the net trnsport of AABW is now nortward, in
agreement with previous curent meter, tracer and CI data Although the southward
transport of deep water has doubled, it is still considerably smaller than that obtained in
previous mid-latitude studies of IGY data (Hall and Bryden 1982; Rintoul 1991). Furer
, discussion of the discrepancy in these results is postponed to Section 4. In the following
section we first exanne in detail the circulation patterns resulting from the data analysis
methods descnbed above, and compare these with other results of recent float, curent
meter and Cl studies.
3. Results
a. Horizontal circulation
Volume trsport in seven temperature classes is computed for each of the reference
level combinations descnbed in Table 2. The results for the four different regions are
shown in Figures 11 (a, b, c, and d) respectively. The error bars on these transports
include the uncertties in the bottom,trangle (see Appendix), Ekmn, and shalow NBC
transports, as well as the error in our reference level choice which again is assumed to be
equal to the standard deviation of the thir estimates. In contrast to the net transport
calculations (Figure 10), the reference level errors domiate the error bars of Figure 11.
The bottom trangle errors are significant only in the AABW transports, and the
uncernties in the Ekman and shallow NBC transport are importt only in the eastern
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basin. Before beginning a detailed descnption of the deep and bottom water circulation, a
bnef oveivew of the shalow water ciculation wil be presented.
1) SHALLOW WATERS: e::4.7°C
Due to the strong temporal varabilty of shallow tropical waters, the circulation of
the upper waters near 11 
oN is not well known; however, one aspect of the tropical Nort
Atlantic circulation that has been the subject of a number of recent investigations (Candela
et aI. 1992; Johns et aI. 1992b) is the North Brazil Curent (NBC). Although this current
is strongly seasonal (Cochrane 1979; Philander and Pacanowski 1986) the magnitude of
the seasonal varation is not yet well defined. Recent studies indicate, however, that the
NBC may range from roughly 10 Sv in the spnng to as much as 30-35 Sv in the fall
(Candela et al. 1992; Johns et al. 1992b).- An estimate of the NBC transport, which is
herein defined to include the nortwestward flow of 6:: 12°C waters located within 250
km of the western boundar, can also be obtaned from the 11 
oN section. The porton of
tls flow located over the 150 Ia wide shelf was determned from the ADCP data to be 4.5
Sv (T. Chereskin, pers. comm.), while the component of this shallow flow in deeper
waters (200 m - 3000 m) was calculated from the first six er pais to be 7.3 Sv. The
total NBC transport is thus estimated to be 11.8 Sv, and agrees well with the recent March
estimates of 10 - 15 Sv obtaied by Cadela et aI. (1992) and Johns et aI. (1992b).
In order to examne the honzontaI cirulation of the shalow waters in greater deta,
we divide these waters into 4 temperature classes: surace water (6:: 24°C), thermocline
water (12° -c 6 -c 24°C), lower thermocline water (70 -c 6 -c 12°C), and AAIW (4.7° -c 6 -c
7°C). The honzonta circulation of eàch of these temperature classes wil now be examined
individualy.
Integrted transport of the sudace water is shown in Figure 12a. The NBC is
evident as a strong northwestward flowing current banked up against the western
boundar and extending roughly 250 km offshore. Of the total 11.8 Sv NBC transport,
9.3 Sv is at temperatures greater than 24°C. Farer offshore an even larger 13.5 Sv
southward counterfow exists. At first glance this curent resembles the shallow NECC
retroflection. However, a number of previous studies have shown that tyically the NECC
does not begin to form until May, and is nearly non-existent in March (Richardson and
Walsh 1986; Philander and Pacanowski 1986). It is dificult to determne from this study
alone whether this flow represents a parcularly early formtion (or late weakening) of the
NECC, a retrflection eddy that has been pinched off from the NBC retrflection, or some
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other unrelated strong southward flow. The remainder of the western basin is characterized
by a 5 Sv net nortward flow. The eastern basin is almost entiely composed of waters
colder than 24°C. Summng the shalow NBC transport over the shelf (4.5 Sv), the Ekman
trsport (9.1 Sv), and the net geostrophic transport across the entie section of 8;: 24°C
waters (-7.4 Sv), yields a net transport of surace waters across the section of 6.2 Sv. If
the climatological Ekman transport value of 13.5 Sv were used (which is higher than the
Ekman trsport value derived from in situ data since the 11 oN cruise was charcterized by
parcularly low winds), this estimated net sunace water trnsport would increase to 10.6
Sv.
Integrated transport of the thermocline water, shown in Figure 12b, closely
resembles that of the surace water. The NBC also penetrates down to this temperature
class and supplements the 9.3 Sv of 8 ;: 24°C NBC water with an additional 2.5 SV,
yielding a total NBC transport of 1 L8 Sv. The southward trnsport offshore of the NBC
that was evident in the sunace water is also evident in the thermocline water, with the
combined (8 ;: 12°C) transport reaching -20.3 Sv. As was the case for the surace water,
the eastern portion of the western basin is dominated by a net northward flow of
thermocline water, and only small net flows occur within the eastern basin. The net
trsport of thermocline water across 11 oN is -2.6 Sv.
As shown by Figure 12c, the NBC does not penetrate down to the lower
thermocline water; however, the southward flow offshore of the NBC does extend down
to this temperature class (250 - 650 m) and yields a total of -25.4 Sv for this current. It is
interestig to note that the magnitude of this southward flowing curent is more than twice
the size of the nortward NBC. The flow pattern across the remainder of the section
resembles that of the sunace and thermocline water, with northward transport over the
western side of the MAR, southward flow over the eastern side of the MAR, and only
small net flows within the eastern basin. The net transport of lower thermocline water
across 1 ION is -0.6 Sv.
A number of the results discussed above can be compared to the results of a recent
study by Schmitz and Richardson (1991). Using hydrographic data from a number of
Cabbean passages as well as from the Straits of Florida they were able to determne the
origin of the sunace, thermocline and lower thermoclie water within the Florida Curent.
They found 8.9 Sv of 8 ;: 24°C water flowing nortward in the Florida Current. Of this
transport, they determned that only 1.8 Sv comes from the Nort Atlantic, and 7.1 Sv
flows in from the South Atlantic. As discussed above, we find 10.6 Sv of sunace water
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flowing northward across the lION section. It is not surrising that our value is different
from that of Schmtz and Rich~lIdson, since our result is representative of an average March
transport (since the climatological winds have been used), while theirs is an annual
average. Furermore, it is unlikely that all the surace waters crossing lION are entraied
into the Florida Curent. In fact, if only the westernmost 1000 km (our Regions 1 and 2)
ar examined, a net surace water transport of 5.4 Sv is found (4.5 Sv of shallow NBC
trnsport -4.1 Sv of geostrophic transport, and 5 Sv of Ekman trsport). This estimate is
in slightly better agreement with Schmtz and Richardson's estimate of 7.1 Sv and suggests
that the flow which is entrned into the Florida Curent may occur primay within the first
100 km of the western basin.
The thermocline and lower thermocline waters provide adtional evidence that most
of the Florida Current waters of southern origin cross our section within the westernmost
1000 km. Within the Florida Curent, Schmitz and Richardson (1991) found 13.8 Sv of
thermocline water, with 13 Sv originatig in the Nort Atlantic and 0.8 Sv coming from the
South Atlantic. The net trsport between 12° c: e c: 24°C crssing our lION section is -2.6
Sv (southward), again in support of a North Atlantic origin for this water class.
Furherore, if the thermocline water is examned only withn the westernmost 100 km of
our section, we find a net northward 'transport of 0.2 Sv which is in reasonable agreement
. with the 0.8 Sv estimate of Schmtz and Richardson.
The same general pattern occurs in the 7° c: e c: 12°C water. For this temperature
class Schmitz and Richardson (1991) found 6.1 Sv flowing in the Florida Curent, 5 Sv of
which originated in the South Atlantic. The net transpor of lower thermOCline water across
our iioN section is -0.7 Sv -- a value which is much smaler than, and of the opposite sign
to th~t predicted by Schmitz and Richardson. However, the nortward flow of 4.7 Sv
withn the westerrost 1000 km (see Figures 11(a,b)) is consistent with the 5 Sv expected
by Schmitz and Richardson to cross the equator and enter the Florida Curent. Furter
examnation of our data yields another equally valid possibilty: the 4.7 Sv may locally
recirculate (instead of continuing northward into the Florida Curent), and retur 3.9 Sv
southward along the western side of the MAR (see Figure 11c). From our data alone it is
impossible to distigush between th~se two possibilties.
Ver litte is known about the. cirulation and trsport of AA. As Schmitz and
McCarney (1992) state: "The circulation of Antactic Intermedate Water is virtually
unexplored..." As a result, there ar few other estiates of AA with which our results
can be compared. Furermore, the strong eddy activity characterizing this water mass
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causes the AAIW transport to be extremely sensitive to the horizontalinuts of integrtion.
In Figure 11, for example, ,the transports of AAIW which indicate an anticyclonic
circulation within the western basin, are primarly an arfact of the specific divisions we
have chosen between Regions 1 - 3. This is evident from Figure 12d, which shows little
evidence of such a well-defined anticyclonic flow pattern. Figures lId and 12d indícate
considerable eddy activity with only small net trsport of AAIW within the eastern basin.
This is consistent with the salinities found at 800 m in the eastern basin, which are slightly
higher than those found at sinular depths within the western basin (see Figure 7b).
One of the few studies that yield AAIW trsport estimates with which our results
can be compared, is that of Richardson and Schnutz (1992). They present results for
neutrlly buoyant SOFARfloats which were deployed at nominal depths of 800 m along
the cruise track of our iioN section. Within 200-300 k: of the western bòundar the
floats were dominated by a nortwestward along-boundar transport. The trnsport per
unit depth of these floats, when integrated seaward from the western boundar, reached a
maximum of 5.8 J: 1.8 x 103 m2's-1 roughly 300 Ia offshore. A similar integiation of our
er data at depths between 700 and 900 m yields a maimum transport per unit depth of 7
x 103 m2.s-1, in goo agreement with the value of Richardson and Schmitz (1992).
2) DEEP W AlERS: e.c 4.7°C
In comparson with the AA, the NADW is a rather well studied water mass. As
early as in the 1930's (Wust 1935) thè NADW was found to have thee cores, each with its
own distinct charcteristics and formtion site. Wust identied the upper NADW by a deep
salinity maximum and attrbuted this to the Mediterranean outfow. He also found the
nuddle NADW to contain a maximum in dissolved oxygen concentration which he traced
back to the Labrador Sea. He believed that the lower NADW, characterized by a second,
deeper oxygen maximum, was formed by deep winter convection in the region south of
Greenland.
More recent studies have supported the existence of the thee NADW cores, which
have now been found to be most clearly identified by means of the chloroflourocarbon Fll
(Molinar et al. 1992). The upper NADW is characterized by a maximum in Fll, below
which lies a relative minium of Fll associated with the middle NADW. A second Fl1
maximum identifies the lower NADW. For the purose of this study, the thee layers of .
NADW have been defined by the isotherms corresponding to the bounds Molinar et aL.
(1992) found on the Flllayers they observed in the western tropical Atlantic. (See Table
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1.) The circulation of each of these thee NADW cores as well as that of the AABW wil
now be discussed in succession.
Although the general trends of the upper NADW circulation can be seen from the
bar graphs of Figure 11, the details of the honzontal circulation become clearer if the
integrated trsport of the upper NADW (Figure 12e) is exanned. Here we see the strong
southward flow of upper NADW banked up against the western boundar. Between 300
and 800 la-offshore there appears to be a considerable amount of eddy activity, with only
a small additional transport of upper NADW. Half of the upper NADW appears to
recirculate back nortward in a very narow curnt located diectly over the deepest par of
the western basin. The remainder of the western basin is charactenzed by a small
southward flow over the western side of the MAR, and a small nortward return flow is
evenly distrbuted over the eastern basin.
A schematic of the upper NADW circulation appears in Figure 13a. At iioN the
upper core of the Deep Western Boundar Curent (DWBC) is shown to have a magnitude
of 12 Sv. Since half of this transport appears to recirculate nortward, the net southward
flow of upper NADW is only 6 Sv. Although at certin times this curent may continue
southward across the equator, at other times it may veer eastward along the equator as
shown by the recent SaFAR float data of Richardson and Schmitz (1992). Another
interesting feature of the upper NADW circulation is the 2 Sv southward flow occurng
along the western side of the MAR. Half of this transport may flow eastward through the
Vema Fracture Zone (M. McCarey pers. comm.), while the remaider may continue
southward and eventually become entred either into the eastward flow along the equator,
or into the southward flow along the western boundar (Richardson and Schmitz 1992;
McCarey 1992b). The remainder of the section is charcteried by a smal net nortward
trsport of 3 Sv distrbuted evenly over the eastern basin.
~.
Although the circulation patterns of upper NADW have raely been exaned with
the eastern basin, a number of recent studies have concentrated on deep water transport
withn the western basin. For instace, after analyzig a number of hydrogrphic sections
between 0° and 14.5°N (taen between 1987 and 1989), Molinar et al. (1992) arved at a
slightly smaler average value of -4.4 :! 2.3 Sv for the trsport of upper NADW within the
DWBC. Our results can also be compared with those of Speer and McCarney (1992),
who also determined upper NADW transport from hydrographic data in the tropical
Atlantic. Since they divided the NADW into only two layers, in contrt to our thee, their
definition of upper NADW differs from ours. By defining this core of NADW to include
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the water near the western boundar between 1200 m and 2900 m depths, they found a
transport of -16.8 Sv across 13°N and -12.6 Sv across 7°-lOON. The applicauon of their
definition or upper NADW to our data yields a trsport of -11 Sv, in goo agreement with
their 7° -1 OON estimate.
The SOFAR float data of Richardson and Schmitz (1992) also give supporting
evidence for a strong southward flow of upper NADW along the western boundar.
Integrating the velociues obtained from their 1800 m floats over the 100 Ia width of the
curent yielded a transport per unit depth of -13.8 x 103 m2.s-l. By assuming that the
upper NADW extends from 900 m down to 2800 m, Richardson and Schmitz also
computed a transport of -15 Sv for this curent. A similar 100 Ia zonal integrtion of our
CI data between 1700 and 1900 m yields an average transport per unit depth of -10.5 x
103 m2.s-l, in good agreement with the analogous value obtained by Richardson and
Schmitz. However, our em data shows that this upper core extends only between 1500
m and 2500 m. This can be most clealy seen from Figue 8b, where it is clear that 1000 m
is a level of nortward trvellng AAIW, and not southward trvellng upper NADW. As a
result, their transport of -15 Sv is larger in magnitude than our corresponding transport
(i.e. only over 100 km width) of -8 Sv. The float data of Richardson and Schmtz also
yielded an estimate for the upper NADW recirculation of 5.8 Sv. This value closely
matches the 6 Sv of recirculation found in this study (Figure 12e and Figure 13a);
however, as a result of the large possible errors Richardson and Schmitz associated with
their value, this agreement may be fortitous.
The cirulation of the middle core of NADW is similar to that of the upper core, in
that it also contans a strong southward flow banked up agaist the western boundar. As
shown in Figure 12f, the southward transport of middle NADW is located diectly beneath
that of the upper NADW. Within the center of the western basin the flow is extremely
quiet, with almost no eddy acuvity and only a smal net nortward flow. The recirculation
of the middle NADW is extrmely strong with the entie southward flow along the western
side of the western basin returing nortward along the western flan of the MAR, causing
the net flow of middle NADW within the western basin to be indistinguishable from zero.
A second cyclonic recirulation is apparent within the eastern basin consisting of a small
southward flowing curent along the eastern side of the MAR, and a larger net nortward
flow evenly distrbuted over the remander of the section.
Middle NADW circulation patterns are presented schematically in Figure 13b.
Within the DWBC the magnitude of this water mass was found to be 5 Sv, and agrees well
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with the -6.3 :t 2.1 Sv of middle NADW trnsport observed by Molinar et al. (1992). A
comparson of this circulation. pattern with that of Figure 13a ilustrtes that the nortward
retur flow of middle NADW is located farer to the east than the corresponding return
flow of upper NADW. The southward curent along the western boundar (within the
DWBC) combined with a northward curent of a simiar magnitude along the western side
of the MAR yields zero net nortward transport within the western basin.
The origin of the curent flowing nortward along the western flan of the MAR is
not well known. As shown by the 8-S plots of Figure 4 and the nutrent data of Figure 7,
the original formation site of this water mass may be the northern North Atlantic.
However, it is possible that a poruon of the nortward flowing deep water observed in the
eastern South Atlantic (Waren and Speer 1991) flows into the western basin via one (or
more) of the varous fracture zones in the MAR. The middle NADW may then flow
northward along the western side of the MAR, thus supplementing the cyclonic
recirculation gyre within the western basin. The lower F11 values (Molinar et al. 1992)
and the slight relative minimum in dissolved oxygen (Figure 7c) present within the midde
core of NADW also support our hypothesis that at one time this water mass has been
resident within the South Atlantic, ,and is. thus slightly older than its upper and lower
counterpars.
As ilustrted in Figure 12f, a rather curous aspect of the middle'NADW circulation
is the net nortward transport of this water mass across our iioN section. This rather
robust result of this study (i.e. relatively independent of reference level and Ekman
transport choices) is caused by the negligible net flow within the western basin combined
with a small net nortward flow within the eastern basin. A possible circulation pattern for
, the eastern basin is presented schematicaly in Figure 13b. Roughly 1 Sv of the nortward
flowing curent bared up agaist the western side of the MAR may flow eastward though
the Vema Fracture Zone (McCarey pers. comm.). Additional middle NADW was
observed to flow northward across l1°S (Waren and Speer 1991) and may continue
nortward though the Kane Gap and also become entrained into this recirculation gyre.
Pary as a result of the local topogrphy (i.e the Sierr Leone Ridge and the Cape Verde
Islands) 1 Sv of this flow recirculates cyclonically within the eastern basin and is
accompanied by a 2 Sv net throughflow along the eastern side of the MAR. Evidence of
this western intensification of the middle NADW within the eastern basin is shown in the
nutrent data of the recent subtropical Atlantic sections of Roemmch and Wunsch (1985).
Here properues generally associated with the NADW (such as low phosphate and high
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oxygen) are found intensifed over the eastern flan of the MAR at both 24°N and at 36°N.
Unfortunately, since most previous deep circulation studies have been cared out within
the western basin and furtermore since the NADW frequently has been divided into only
two layers, there are few previous transport estimates with which these proposed
cirulation patterns can be compared.
The integrated transport of lower deep water is shown in Figure 12g. There is
obviously much varabilty in this lower NADW, and the southward flow is not as western
intensified as it was for the upper and middle NADW cores. The net southward transpart
of lower NADW is located considerably offshore of these two shallower cores and resides
primay within Region 2. Roughly a third of this flow is reirculated nortward along the
western side of the MAR directly beneath the middle NADW. A second cyclonic
recirculation appear in the eastern basin. Southward flow is evident over the eastern side
of the MAR while the remainder of the eastern basin is dominated by a relatively large net
nortward flow.
Schematic circulation patterns for the lower NADW are shown in Figure i 3c. The
western basin is dominated by a 5 Sv cyclonic recirculation cell wruch extends as far south
as the Cear Rise, and perhaps as far north as 15°N (Molinar et aL. 1992), or even 300N
(McCaey 1992b). Associated with ths recirculation is a net thoughflow of -7 Sv which
presumably crosses the equator as par of the DWBC. The sections of Molinar et aL.
cared out between 0 and 14.5°N gave an average transport of -13.0:f 2.7 Sv within this
temperature class of the DWBC. This estimate agrees well with the -12 Sv of lower
NADW we find flowing across the 11 
oN section. In a recent study by Speer and
McCarney (1992), the lower NADW, defined as all flow between 2900 and 4400 m, was
found to transport -8.4 Sv of lower NADW along the western boundar across 13°N, and
- 13.2 Sv across 7°N - lOON. Applying this definition to our data, we find that -10.5 Sv is
flowing across our section, in goo agreement with the estimates of Speer and McCarney
(1992).
A second recirculation gyre of lower NADW occurs within the eastern basin. This
cell is considerably greater in magnitude (6 Sv) than that of the middle NADW (1 Sv)
ilustrated in Figure 13b. McCarey (pers. comm.) has found that there may be a small
amount of lower NADW (0.5 - 1 Sv) flowing eastwar though the Vema Fracture Zone.
Waren and Speer (1991) found 1.8 Sv flowig nortward across II°S within the eastern
basin between 2400 and 400 db. Although this pressur interval corrsponds roughly to
2.0° - 2.7°C and thus contains most of the lower NADW as well as some of the middle
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NADW, it is reasonable to assume that at least 1 Sv of lower NADW is flowing into the
tropical North Atlantic via the,Kae Gap. These two flows though the Vema and the Kane
Gap may become entrained into the recirculation gyre and ultimately yield a 2 Sv net
northward throughflow of lower NADW. Partly as a result of the surrounding
topography, this current is intensified against the eastern flan of the MAR. Evidence of
this flow again can be seen in the nutrent data of the recent subtropical Atlantic sections
(Roemmch and Wunsch 1985) discussed above.
Beneath the lower NADW resides the AABW. As shown in Figure 10, a net
AABW transport of 2.1 Sv is found crossing our 11 
ON section. This result agrees well
with earlier results of Wright (1969), who by means of a box model found 1.4 Sv of
AABW crossing 16°N, and Wright (1970), who using IGY data found 2.7 Sv of AABW
crossing 8°N. Our transport of AABW is slightly smaller than more recent estimates of
bottom water flow within the tropical North Atlantic. For instance, McCarney (1992a)
calculated the transport of 8 -c 1.9°C water across l3°N to be 3.5 - 4.5 Sv. McCarney
(1992a) calculated the transport of 8 -c 1.9°C across 4°N in the western basin to be between
2.7 and 4.3 Sv, depending on the method used for bottom trangle extrapolation.
Transport of AABW integrated seaward from the western boundar is shown in
Figure 12h. Here we see that although there is a significant recirculation of AABW within
the western basin, almost all of the net 2.1 Sv of AABW flows across the eastern basin.
This is somewhat counterintuitive, since the Walvis Ridge at 300S blocks nortward flow
of AABW within the eastern basin. Although within the South Atlantic the AABW is
forced to flow nortward almost entiely within the western basin, this water may enter the
eastern basin of the tropical Nort Atlantic by means of deep fracture zones in the MAR.
Two paricular locations where AABW may flow though the MAR are at the Romanche
Fractue Zone on the equator (Waren and Speer 1991), or at the Vema Fractue Zone just
south of our section (McCarey et al. 1991). Transport results from our section indicate
that nearly all of the nortward flowing AABW may flow though these fracture zones in
the MAR, resulting in a signficant flow of AAW withn the eastern basin and a negligible
net transport in the western basin. However, it must be realized that ths insignificant net
flow of AABW in the west is paraly an aract of our definition of AAW. For instace,
if we had defined the AABW to include all water with e -c 1.7°C, we would have found a
net nortward flow within the western basin of 1.1 Sv.
A schematic for the AAW ciulation appear in Figue 13d. A 3 Sv recirulation
gyre is ilustrated in the western basin with a possible throughflow, as indicated by the
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results of this study, of less than 1 Sv. The 2 Sv flow of AABW through the Vema
Fracture Zone and the i Sv Gyclonic recirculation cell within the eastern basin strongly
support the results of McCarney et al. (1991). As a result of local topography, the 2 Sv
net nortward flow of AABW most likely enters the subtrpical North Atlantic along the
eastern flan of the MAR.
The most frequently studied feature of the deep Nort Atlantic circulation is the
DWBC, and thus it merits some additional discussion. Definitions of the DWBC var
widely, depending primarly on the type of data (CTD's, curent meters, or floats) used to
obtan an estimate of its transport. In this study the magnitude of the DWBC is defined as
the maximum southward transport of e ;( 4.7°C integrated seaward from the western
boundar. As shown in Figure 14, this yields a transport of 26.5:! 1.8 Sv for the DWBC,
where the error bar includes the uncertnties in the bottom trangle trsport as well as the
reference level error (again defined as the stadard deviation of the results of the thiry
reference level combinations). As a result of the small percentage of the tota section area
the DWBC occupies, the uncertainties in the Ekman and shallow NBC transports are
insignificant. A number of previous DWBC transport estimates appear in Table 3. Our
estimate is consistent with most of these estimates, and agrees paricularly well with the
more recently obtaned values.
A number of authors have also hinted that within the tropical Nort Atlantic a large
poron of this DWBC may be recirculated (McCarey 1992b; Johns et al. 1992a; Molinar
et al. 1992), as it has been observed to do farer nort in the nnd-Iatitudes. Results from
this analysis, as shown in Figure 14, confirm the existence of such a recirculation, and
furermore yield an estimate of 12.4 Sv for the nortward retur flow over the western
flan of the MAR.
b. Meridiona transports
The horionta circulation patterns resulting from the analysis techniques describe
in Section 2 were shown above to be consistent with almost al recent curent meter, float,
and er data from the tropical Nort Atlantic. In this section, however, we wil see that
the net volume and heat fluxes crossing 11 
oN are significantly smaller than many previous
estimates, while the freshwater flux is slightly larger. In the remander of this section each
of these fluxes will be computed and briefly compared with other estimates. Section 4
contans a discussion of the possible causes for the discrepancies in these net meridional
fluxes.
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1) VOLUM TRANSPORT
Within the Atlanuc a meridional overturing cell is known to exist, where war
surace waters flow nortward and cold deep waters flow southward. As defined here,
this cell is composed of the NADW and AAW trspons (8 0: 4.7°C), or equivalently the
AAIW, lower thermocline, thermocline, and surface water transports (8 ,. 4.7°C). The
meridional overturning cell for this secuon is 5.2 :t 1.6 Sv, as shown in Figure 10. A
comparson of this result with esumates from a number of other studies appears in Table 4.
Although our result supports some of the recent modelling esumates listed here, it is only a
third the size of many of the results obtained directly from hydrographic IGY data.
Possible explanations for the differences in these results are discussed in Section 4.
2) HEAT TRANSPORT
Tota heat transport across the 11 ON secuon, Hll, can be expressed as the sum of
thee components:
Hii = He+Hw+Hg, (1)
where Hw is the net heat trsport (geostrophic plus Ekman) between the Braz coast and
the first er stauon, and He and Hg are the Ekman and geostrophic heat trsports across
the rest of the 11 
oN secUon. These heat transport components must be defined relauve to a
specific temperature. Since we allow no net meridional mass trsport across the section,
the total heat transport, Hii, wil be independent of this reference temperature. As
discussed by Bryden et al. (1991), however, the relauve sizes of the components do
depend on their specific definiuons. Unless otherwise indicated, the components of Hii
will be defined relauve to the area averaged mea temperature of the section: 8 = 4.38°C.
The Ekan heat transport component is approxiated as:
He = I rPCp(8e-8 )vedxdz:= pCp(8e-8 )Me,
where p is the density of seawater. Cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater at constat
pressure, 8e is the potential temperatue within the Ekman layer, Ve is the Ekman velocity,
and Me is the Ekman transport. (An overbar denotes a mean value.) As descnbed in
Section 2b, Ekman transport across the 11 ON section is estiated to be 9.1 :t 1.8 Sv with a
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mean penetrauon depth of roughly 100 m (Chereskin and Roemmch 1991). If we assume
the Ekman velocity decreases linearly with depth, then we may reasonably eSumate the
mean potenual temperature of the Ekman layer as a weighted average of the temperatues at
the top and bottom of this layer (e.g. Hal and Bryden 1982):
ee =
28 (z = 0 m) + 8 (z = 100 m)e e
3 (2)
Thus the Ekman heat transport component across the 11 
oN section is summarzed as a
nortward transport of 9.1 Sv at an average temperatue of 22.1 °C:
He = (4.09 X 106 J em -3oC-I) . ( 22.1 :t 0.3 °C - 4.38 °C) . (9.1 :t 1.8 X 106 m3 s -I)
= 6.6:t 1.3 X 1014W .
The heat trsport over the western conunenta shelf can be approximated as:
iom Okm
Hw = f PCp(8w-e )vwdxdz:: pcp(ew-e)Mw'
60  iook
The mass transport over the shelf, Mw, was computed from the ADCP data to be 4.5 :t 1.0
Sv, as descbed in Secuon 2b. Since no temperature data was taen along with the ADCP
velocities on the conunental shelf, temperatures frm the first CTD stauon were used to
. estimate the average temperature of this transport to be 26.5 :t 1.5 0c. Although the error
on ths temperature esumate is large, it is nearly negligible in the following calculauon, i.e.
the error of Hw is dominated by the uncertainty in the transport value, not in the
temperatue value. The shalow NBC heat flux component is thus composed of a transport
of 4.5 Sv at an average temperature of 26.5 °c, or:
Hw = (4.09x106Jem-3oC-I). (26.5:t1.5°C-4.38°C). (4.5:t LOx 106m3s-l)
= 4.1:t 0.9 x 1014W.
Geostrphic heat trsport is given by:
. Hg = f fpcp(e-e)vdxdz.
Velocity can be broken down into two components, v = v g + v 0 , where v g is geostrophic
velocity assumig the reference level is a level of no mouon, and Vo is the uniform velocity
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added to the section to conserve mass, i.e. the 'tre' velocity at the reference leveL. The
above integr can thus be rewrtten as:
H g = f f p Cp ( e - e ) v g dx dz + p Cp ( e- - e ) A v 0 '
where A represents the area of the iioN section. Because Hg is defined relative to the
section averaged temperature, e, the term representing heat transport due to the uniform
velocity Vo is identically zero. The term contaning vg is integrated over all CTD pais in
the iioN. section for each of the reference level combinations descrbed in Table 2. The
mean result is a geostrophic transport of -13.6 Sv at an average temperature of 19.5 °c, or
Hg = -8.4 I 0.1 x 1014 W. The error bar represents the standard deviation of the thiry
estimates.
Summg the three components He, Hw and Hg, yields a total heat transport across
11 ON of Hii = 2.3 I 1.6 x 1014 W. Since the heat flux in the Atlantic is so closely
correlated with the meridional overturing, it is not surrising that this heat transport
estimate is also rather low. As shown in Table 5, our value is considerably smaller than a
number of previous tropical Nort Atlantic heat flux estimates. Unfortunately, since most
of the studies listed in Table 5 do not provide error bar for their heat flux values, it is
difficult to determne whether our estimate is consistent with any of these estimates.
Furer discussion of the discrepancy in these results is postponed to Section 4.
3) FRSHWA1ER TRANSPORT
Freshwater trnsport, defined as the component of seawater flux that is pure water,
can be deterIned by means of mass and salt conservation equations. As shown below,
these equations represent the mass and salt balances for the region includig both the Arctic
and the Atlantic Oceas, and are ilustrted schematically in Figue 15.
Mass Conservaton:
o = pMBS + F + pMe + pMw + pMg + pMb (3)
In our previous volume and heat trsport calculations, the Nort Atlantic was treated as a
closed basin with the net mass transport across iioN assumed to be identicaly zero.
However, the flow enterig the Atlantic via the Bering Strait, MBS, must be considered
when balancing freshwater. Coachman and Aagaard (1988) find the magnitude of this
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throughflow to be 0.8 :t 0.1 Sv. The net gain of freshwater (i.e., precipitation iinus
evaporation plus land runoff) .integrated from the Benng Strait to iioN in the Atlantic is
denoted F and is one of the two unknowns in the above equation. The Ekman, western
boundar, and geostrophic components of northward mass transport across iioN are
represented by Me, Mw, and Mg respectively. As discussed in Section 2, Mg has been
defined to exactly balance the sum of Me and Mw:
Mg = f J ( v g + v 0 ) dx dz = - ( Me + Mw )
To allow for the possibility that the net trnsport across the section is not identically zero
(i.e., MBS need not balance F exactly) a small unknown barotropic component of mass
transport across iioN, Mb, has been included in the above equation. This is equivalent to
acknowledging that the small evaporative mass fluxes that were negligible in the previous
heat and volume trnsport calculauons are now an importt component of the freshwater
transport. Our neglect of Mb unul now Can be justified a postenon by exaiining the
magnitude of this term. Since the value of p does not var substatially from one, it wil
be oiined in the remaining calculations.
Salt Conservation:
o = MBSSBS + MeSe+MwSw+MbS +MgSg (4)
Long-term measurements indicate that the transport averaged salinity of the Bering Strait
thoughflow, SBS' is 32.5 psu (Coachman and Aagaad 1988). The Ekman and western
boundar salnities, S e = 36.00 :t 0.05 and S w' = 36.20 :t .05 are computed by transport
weighted averages, in the same manner as e e and e VI were detemuned in the previous
section. (See equauon (2).) The area averaged salinity for the iioN section is denoted by
S = 34.95 psu, wolle the transport averaged ~a1nity is defined by:
-S - f fvSdxdz= 36.37:t 0.02 psu.g Mg
Combining Equations (3) and (4) and solving for F, yields:
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F = ~ (Me(Se-S) + Mw(Sw-S) + Mg(Sg-S) + MBS(SBS-S))
1
= 34.95 ((9.1) (36.0 - 34.95) + (4.5) (36.2 - 34.95)
+ (-13.6) (36.37 - 34.95) + (0.8) (32.5 - 34.95) J Sv
= -0.17 Sv
The sign of this result indicates that within this region, including both the North Atlantic
and Arctic Oceans, net evaporation exceed precipitauon and land runoff.
The quantity we wish to determne is the freshwater transport crossing iioN, i.e.
F 11. This can be expressed in terms of the net gain of freshwater integrated between the
Bering Strait and iioN, F, and the freshwater transport through the Bering Strait, FBS.
Above we determed that F = -0.17 Sv, while FBS is simply given by:
( S BS )
FBS = MBS I - 1000 .
By definition these thee quantities must sum to zero:
o = F 11 + F + F BS (5)
and thus the freshwater transport across iioN can now be computed as follows:
Fll=-(0.8)(I-i~ô~) - (-0.17)
= -0.60:t0.15Sv.
Since the flow of freshwater from the Pacifc into the Arctic/Atlantic system is greater than
the freshwater leaving the system (via net evaporation), the net freshwater flow across
iioN is southward.
Freshwater fluxes, have been indiectly computed using Nort Atlantic values of ai-
sea freshwater exchange and land runoff. Wijffels et al. (1992) integrate these data,
presented both by Baumgarer and Reichel (1975, Table 35) and more recently by Schmitt
et aI. (1989), southwar from 65°N. As a nortern boundar value they use the sum of the
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freshwater transport of the Bering Strait and the precipitation and runoff over the Arctic
Ocean. Results of this analysis appear in Figure 16. Our freshwater transport value of
-0.60 Sv is slightly larger in magnitude than the values obtained by means of these
. integrtions.
4. Discussion
The horizontal circulation results of this study agree very well with results of
previous float, CTD, and curent meter studies (e.g. Table 3) and give support to the
application of our analysis techniques. However, parially as a result of the weak
meridional overturing cell we find crossing our section (Table 4), the northward heat flux
calculated above is considerably smaler than the indiectly computed estimates and model
results shown in Table 5, and our freshwater transport of -0.60 Sv is larger in magnitude
than the indirect estimates of Figure 16. A number of possible explanations for the
diferences in these results are discussed below.
a. Methodology
The methods used to obtain the varous meridional overturing estimates shown in
Table 4 var widely. In fact, even some of the methods involving hydrographic data use
different analysis techniques. Although some of the diect estimates were obtained via
inversions, others were based on more traditional methods. Evidence of the differences in
results caused by applying these varous methods to hydrographic data was found by
Roemmch and Wunsch (1985). Using a traditional reference level calculation, they found
13.7 Sv of deep water flowing southward across 36°N. When an inverse calculation was
performed on the same data, 17.1 Sv of deep water was found flowing southward -- a
difference of nearly 3.5 Sv.
Another possibilty is that something inherent in the methodology of ths analysis is
causing the discrepancy in these net meridional flux estimates. For instance, what if
instead of balancing mass by the addition of a uniform vo, mass conservation was imposed
as a constraint on the system? This alternative was also tested. Even if mass conservation
(without the addition of a barotropic velocity) was only supplemented by the mild
constraints that the net MBW flow must be nortward and the net NADW flow must be
southward, the maximum possible meridional overturning cell is stil only 6 Sv, and is
considerably smaler than al other eSUItes in Table 4.
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One unconventional aspect of this analysis was the division of the section into 4
separate regions. As was evident from Figures 3 and 5, a single reference level for the
entire section could not produce adequate transport results. However, what if the section
was divided into six regions instead of four? In order to address this question, the eastern
basin, which was formerly considered as a whole, was divided into thee separate regions.
While western basin reference levels were kept the same as in the above analysis, all
reference levels in each of the thee regions of the eastern basin were examned between
1000 db and 4500 db, by 500 db increments. Since two more unknowns were added to
the system, two additional constraints were also imposed: (a) the net AABW transport
across the eastern basin must be between 0 and 4 Sv nortward (McCarey et al. 1991),
and (b) the lower NADW must be between 2 and 6 Sv (McCarney et al. 1991; Waren and
Speer 1991). It was found that when these constrnts are satisfied, the maxmum possible
meridional overturing cell is only 7 Sv, which is still considerably lower than the results
diectly obtaied by means of IOY hydrogrphic data (see Table 4). Although the real of
possible reference level choices has not yet been exhausted (an inversion is clearly
necessai), it does appear that the relatively low net meridional volume and heat fluxes
obtained here are not aracts-of the specifc analysis techniques applied in ths study.
b. Data resoluton
The relatively poor resolution of the IOY data may be another explaation as to why
the estimates based on the IOY hydrographic data are greater than most of the other
estiates shown in Table 4. Although the instrments employed in the 1950's were indeed
less accurate, a more serious problem is the coare vertcal and horizonta resolution of
these data. Beneath 2000 m measurements were taken only every 200 - 300 m.
Furthermore, at 8°N, for example, the IOY data have a mid-ocean station spacing of
roughly 200 km, in contrast to the nominal 50 km spacing (10 - 25 km over steep
topography) used in this study. As found by Roemmich and Wunsch (1985) such low
horizonta resolution can be problematic if mesoscale features are aliased into longer
wavelengts and ar mistaen as gy-scale components of the general ciulation.
The effect of poor horizontal resolution on these net meridional fluxes can be
examed by subsampling our iioN dataset in order to obtan station spacing simiar to that
of the IOY data. Subsampling in this manner yields a meridional overtg cell of up to
10.3 Sv. (If the climatological Ekman transport had been used in place of the in situ
Ekman transport, this estimate would increase to 13.5 Sv). Since this estiate is twice the
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size as that found by using the increased resolution available in this study, that much of the
discrepancy between our result and the other diect results listed in Table 4 may be due to
the coarse resolution of the IGY data.
c. Temporal variabilty
Temporal varability on decadal, synoptic and seasonal time scales may also explai
some of the differences between the results of this study and the other estimates given in
Tables 4 and 5 and in Figure 16. Each of these possibilties wil now be examned in
succession.
1) DECADAL
It is not implausible that the rate of NADW production in the northern Nort
Atlantic was significantly lower in the 1980's than it was in the 1950's. In a comparson of
two 1981 sections with two sinular sections from the late 1950's, Roemmch and Wunsch
(1985) found a significant shift of the deep southward flow in the 1981 sections toward
greater depths. Evidence of this appears in their Figue 6 (reproduced here as Figure 17).
A relative miimum in the trsport per unt depth profies ocur at roughy 260 m (2.8°C
- 3.0°C) for both the 24°N and the 36°N 1981 data These mi ar not apparnt in the
IGY data. However, a simiar but stronger miimum at roughly 260 m is apparent in the
trsport_per unit depth profiles (referenced to the boltom) for our 1989 section (Figure
8a). This minimum corresponds to the middle core of NADW for which we find no net
flow within the western basin (Figure 12b). It appear that this relativetnnimum in the
trsport of NADW between 2.4° and 3.2°C is a featue which has become increasingly
evident over the past few decades. Despite this trend, Roemmch and Wunsch (1985)
found tht the IGYand 1981 data gave simlar zonaly averaged meridional trsports, and
thus simla heat fluxes as well. Therefore, it is not liely that this decad varabilty of the
middle NADW can completely account for our relatively weak meridional overturing cell
and heat flux.
2) SYNOPTC
Temporal varabilty on a synoptic tie scale could also produce some of the
differences in the estimates of Tables 4 and 5. As discussed above, the errors in the
meridional overtng cell and heat flux estimates are domiated by the uncertty in the
magnitude of the Ekm and shallow NBC transport. If the meridional overting cell is
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recalculated using the climatological Ekman transport for the month of March (13.5 Sv),
instead of the weaker mean in situ estimate (9.1 Sv), the magnitude of our meridional
overturning cell is increased from 5.2 Sv to 8.4 Sv. This new estimate is in slightly better
agreement with the other values listed in Table 4. If the heat flux estimate is similarly
adjusted to include the climatological Ekman transport, our value is increased from 2.3 x
1014 W to 5.5 x 1014 W. Thus the atypically light winds characterizing this March 1989
cruise yield a net heat transport across iioN that is less than half of that resulting from
average March winds. Although this can account for a considerable amount of the
discrepancy in Table 5, a similar revision of the frshwater flux estimate adjusts this value
from -0.60 Sv to -0.72 Sv. This revised freshwater flux is in even greater disagreement
with the indiect integrated estimates of Figure 16, than was the estiate based on the
unusually small Ekman transport. Thus although the low winds characterizing our 11 
oN
section can parally account for our relatively low heat transport, they Cannot account for
our relatively large southward freshwater trsport
3) SEASONAL
Although temporal varability on decadal or synoptic time scales may playa role in
explaiing some of the differences appearng in Tables 4 and 5 and in Figure 16,.it is more
liely that these discrepancies are linked to the strong seasonal cycles characteristic of the
tropical Atlantic circulation. The Florida Curent, for instace, is known to be strongly
seasonal, varing from 25 Sv in Januar to as much as 34 Sv in June (Niier and
Richardson 1973). This seasonal cycle may be diectly linked to the seasonal cycle of the
tropical Atlantic cirulation, since, according to Schmtz and Richardson (1991), nearly half
of the transport though the Florida Straits originates in the South Atlantic. The greatest
seasonal change in Ekman trsport occurs at roughly SON - lOON (Isemer and Hasse
1987), with a maxmum in Januar to Marh, and a minimum in August to October. The
seasonal varabilty of the NBC is even greater and is out of phase with the Ekman
trsport. Recent studies of the NBC indicate that the tota transport of this curent may
range from roughly 10 Sv in the spring, to 30 - 35 Sv in the fall (Candela et al. 1992;
Johns et aL. 1992b).
Given this strong seasonal varabilty of the tropical North Atlantic, it is not
surrising that our heat and freshwater flux results for March disagree with the annual
average fluxes shown in Table 5 and Figue 16. In order to obta rough estimates of the
annual average fluxes across 11 
oN, our geostrophic trsport can be forced to balance the
sum of the annual average Ekman transport (roughly 10 Sv) and the shallow NBC
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transport. Since the annual average total NBC transport is roughly 20 Sv, and 7 Sv were
found using the CTD data offshore of the 200 m isobath (which we assume to be
seasonaly independent for the purose of ths computation), the annual average shallow (-:
200 m) NBC trsport is taen to be 13 Sv.
Inherent in such a computation is the assumption that the baroclinic component of
the mid-ocean geostrophic velocity field is seasonally independent. Although this
assumption has yielded reasonable net meridional fluxes in a number of previous studies
(Hall and Bryden 1982; Roemnch and Wunsch 1985; Rintoul 1991; Bryden 1991), this
may not be an adequate assumption in the tropical Atlantic. Some studies have shown that
in this region the increasing strength of the NBC is assoiated with an offshore increase in
the southeastward flowing North Equatorial Countercurent (NECC) (Richardson and
Walsh 1986), resulting in a constat net flow for the combined NBC and NECC system.
(See Figure 18 for a schematic of equatorial currents.) Although we have adjusted the
shallow NBC transport accordigly, we have not accounted for the possible increase in the
southeastward flowing NECC. As a result, the annual average heat and volume fluxes
presented below could be overestimates.
These calculations yield an annual average meridional overturing cell of 12 Sv.
This value is in much better agreement with those listed in Table 4, and especially agrees
well with the estiate of Schmitz and Richardson (1991). Although our anual estite is
still lower than most of the IOY results, it is closer to the results of two IOY sections, i.e.
Rintoul (1991) at 32°S, and Roemnch and Wunsch (1985) at 36°N. The anual average
geostrophic transports resulting from these assumptions (shown in Figure 19) include
small northward transports of AAIW and AABW, and a relatively large southward
transport of NADW. These 'reasonable' transports support the assumptions requied to
obtan these annuåi estimates, and furhermore ilustrate that seasonal varabilty in the
Ekman and shallow NBC transports may playa large role in governing the strength of the
meridional overtg cell withn the trpica Nort Atlantic.
In order to estimate anual averages heat and freshwater fluxes, trsport-averaged
temperatues and salnities must be attbuted to the Ekman and shallow NBC trsports.
The anual average surace temperate is roughly 1° waner than the average Mach value
(Isemer and Hasse 1987), and the annual average sunace salinity value is typicaly 1%0
fresher than the Marh value (Duing et al. 1980). After adjusting our previous transport
averaged Ekman and shallow NBC temperatures and salinities accordingly, the annual
average heat and freshwater fluxes become roughly 11 x 1014 Wand -0.35 Sv,
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respectively. These revised estimates can be interpreted physicaly as follows. Since the
annual average shallow NBC transport is almost thee times as strong as the March value,
we would expect the anual average heat trsport value also to be considerably larger than
the corresponding March value (2.3 :t 1.6 x 1014 W). Furtermore, within the Nort
Atlantic March is tyically a month of lower than average evaporation and higher than
average precipitation (lsemer and Hasse 1987). Thus it is not surrising that our annual
average freshwater flux estimate represents a somewhat smaller southward freshwater
transport than the corresponding March estimate (-0.60 :t 0.15 Sv). Since the annual
average estimates found above are in goo agreement with previous annual average heat
fluxes (Table 5) and freshwater fluxes (Figure 16). it appears that the relatively low heat
and slightly high southward freshwater fluxes obtained from this March 1989 data are
priarly a result of the strong seasonal varabilty of the tropical Nort Atlantic.
Although Table 5 includes only anual average heat fluxes, some seasnal estimates
do exist. (As far as the author is aware, there have been no seasonal estimates of the
freshwater flux in the tropical Nort Atlantic.) Of the previously calculated seasonal heat
flux estimates for the tropical North Atlantic, only one has been obtained diectly. Using
IGY data from the month of May, Roemmch (1983) diectly calculated the heat flux across
8°N to be 16 x 1014 W. There are a number of possible explanations for why his value is
considerably larger than our 2.3 x 1014 Westimate. (1) Roemmch obtaned his data from
a section cared out in May while our section was performed in early March. (2) Whereas
our 11 ON section was characterized by weak winds, those durng the 8°N IGY section may
have been stronger than average. (3) The relatively poor resolution of the IGY data may
also parally explain this discrepancy, and (4) the data used in Roemmch's analysis was
collected more than than 40 years before our 11 
oN transect took place. It is certainly
possible that the tropical Nort Atlantic circulation and heat flux have changed over this
extended perod of tie.
Estimates of the seasonal heat' flux across 11 
oN have also been obtaned indiectly
by means of surace heat budget (and heat storage) analyses and by numerical models.
Some of these estiates appear in Table 6. Although the surace heat budJet and modellng
studies can r~prouce the annual ;iverage heat fluxes within the tropical Nort Atlantic quite
well (Table 5), these studies do not produce consistent seasonal heat flux estimates. For
instance. at 11 
oN the study of Russell et aI. (1985) indicates a maximum heat transport of
24 x 1014 W between April and June, and a miimum of 4 x 1014 W between October and
December. The results of Hsiung et al. (1989) show the maximum occurrng earlier
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(March) and the minimum occurg later (Januar) with magnitudes of 16 x 1014 Wand-2
x 1014 W, respectively. These results contrast strongly with those of Sarento (1986)
and of Philander and Pacanowski (1986), who both find the minimum occurrg in
August, and the maximum in Januar (precisely coincidig with Hsiung et al.'s minimum!)
As indicated by the mixed model results described above, the seasonal varabilty of
the heat flux within the tropical Nort Atlantic is extremely diffcult to modeL. As a result,
it is not surrising that our diect estimate does not agree well with the numerical results.
In fact, most of the models listed in Table 6 predict a larger heat flux in the sprig than in
the falL. If our speculation on the annual average is correct, our analysis would imply just
the opposite, i.e. a greater heat transport in the fall than in the spring. The indiect results
of Table 6 appear to contradict recent measurements of the NBC that show a maximum
northward flow in fall, 'and a minimum in spring. However, as discussed above, the
maximum nortwestward transport of the NBC may be concurrent with the maximum
southeastward transport of the NECC. Thus it is not clear whether the net flow of the
combined NBC and NECC system (i.e. the Guiana Curnt, as shown in Figure 18) is at a
maximum in the fall or in the sprig, or perhaps remains roughly constant all year round
(Csanady 1985). Although seasonal varabilty plays a potentially large role in the heat and
frshwater fluxes of the tropical Atlantic, our low heat and high freshwater flux estimates
indicate that ths role is not yet clearly defined
Although a number of previous studies yield annual average meridional fluxes in
goo agreement with those obtaed above, existig seasonal heat flux values for the month
of March are considerably higher than the diect estimate obtaed in ths study. Since heat
and freshwater fluxes are highly sensitive to the NBC and Ekman transports, previous
studies may have under or over estimated the seasonal varabilty in these trnsports, and
thus obtained inaccurate seasonal heat flux estimates. Although indiect and modellng
studies appear to be able to reproduce consistent annual estimates, we conclude that the
seasnal varation of the tropica Atltic is not yet fully understoo and is thus parcularly
dificult to modeL. Tls is primay due to'the paucity of observational data for the tropical
Atlantic. Although there is enough .data for the models to produce relatively consistent
annual estimates, there is not yet enough for them to be able to obtain reliable seasonal
estiates.
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5. Summary
A transatlantic CTD/ADCP section nominally located at iioN was cared out in
March 1989. Relative geostrophic velocities were computed from these data via the thermal
wind balance with reference level choices based primarly on water mass distrbutions.
Mass was balanced by requirg the geostrophic transport to balance the sum of the Ekman
and shalow NBC transport, as calculated from in situ wind and ADCP data.
The water column was divided into four shallow water masses (surface,
thermocline, lower thermocline, and AAIW and four deep water masses (upper NADW,
nuddle NADW, lower NADW, and AABW). Although emphasis was placed on the
circulation patterns of the deep water masses, a brief overview of the shallow water
circulation was presented. The North Brazil Current (NBC) was found to flow
northwestward along the western boundar with a trnsport of nearly 12 Sv for 8 :; 12°e.
An even strnger southward counterfow (-25 Sv for 8:; 7°C) was located just offshore of
the NBC. The remainder of the section was characterized by nortward flow over the
western flan of the MA, and southward flow over the eastern flan. In the eastern basin
small net nortward flows dominated. Transports of these water masses were found to
support the results of Schmitz and Richardson (1991) who found that nearly half of the
Florida Cuent waters are derived from the South Atlantic.
Results of the deep water analysis are summarzed in the schematic circulation
patterns presented in FigUre 13. Within the tropical Nort Atlantic the west and east basins
are each dominated by a cyclonic recirulation gyre. In the western basin, the upper and
midde NADW cores are baned up against the western boundar, while the flow of lower
NADW is farher offshore and considerably wider. The net flow of the DWBC (8 0(
4.7°C) is found to be -26.5 :t 1.8 Sv, and agrees well with most previous estimates.
Nearly half of this flow recirculates nortward along the western flank of the MAR. A
parcularly notable result of the western basin analysis is the negligible net flow of middle
NADW. Although the nortward flows of upper and lower NADW along the western
flank of the MAR are believed to be associated. with. the local recirculation gyre, the
nortward flow of middle NADW, which nearly balances the flow of ths water mass along
the western bounda, may be derived from the eastern basin of the South Atlantic.
The eastern basin is dominated by a large cyclonic recirulation gye consisting
primarly of lower NADW, and supplemented by middle NADW and AABW. Each of
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these water masses, as well as the upper NADW, have small net nortward flows within
the eastern basin. The AABW most liely enters the eastern basin by means of the Vema
Fracture Zone, while the lower NADW enters priarly through the Kane Gap. The
irddle and upper cores of NADW are believed to enter through both of these passages.
The components of the horizontal circulation discussed above agree well with
results from previous CTD, current meter, and float studies; however, the meridional
. overturing cell (5.2:t 1.6 Sv) and the net heat flux (2.3:t 1.6 x 1014 W) calculated in this
study are considerably lower, and the net freshwater flux (-0.60 :: 1.5 Sv) is slightly'
higher than previous estimates. There are a number of possible explanations for these
discrepancies. (1) Methodology., Most previous estimates have been obtained via
numerical models or sunace budgets. Even those that do directly involve hydrographic
data do not necessarly use the tradtional methods employed in this study, but instead are
based on inversions. (2) Resolution. The few studies that have been obtaned diectly are
almost exclusively based on the 1950's IGY data that have a horinta resolution one fifth
of ours, and a vertcal resolution in the deep water that is orders of magnitude less than
ours. (3) Decadl variabilty. Since most of the diect estimates are based on data from the
1950's, decadal varability may also playa, role in explaining the above discrepancies.
There is evidence that within the last 45 years the southward flowing middle core of
NADW has decreased in magnitude, which could alter the magnitudes of the meridional
overtrning, heat, and freshwater fluxes descrbed above. (4) Synoptic variability. Our
section coincided with parcularly weak winds. . If cliatological winds are used instead of
the weaker in situ winds, the net volume and heat fluxes increase significantly. (5)
Seasonal variabilty. Annual average meridional overturing, hèá.i, and freshwater fluxes
are computed based on annual average Ekman and NBC transports, temperatures, and
salinities. The resulting values are 1.2 Sv, 11 x 1014 W, and -0.35 Sv respectively, which
agree well with most previous annual estimates. The large difference between our March
estimates and our annual estimates is indicative of the importance of seasonal varabilty
within the trpical Nort Atlantic.
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APPENDIX
Bottom trangles are defined as the area between the deepest common level (DeL)
of a station pai and the deepest measurement of the deeper station. Within bottom trangles
there is not enough information to calculate geostrophic velocities using the dynamc
method. Depending on the slope of the topography and the distance between stations,
neglect of bottom trangle transport can potentially induce a large error into transport
calculations; ths possibilty m~st be examned. After describing varous method that have
been used to attbute trsport values to the bottom trangles, two different method wil be
applied to this data set and the results compared.
In some instances ignoring all transport within bottom triangles may be a
satisfactory solution. If the area of the bottom trangles is small as a result of closely
spaced stations over relatively flat topography, and if there are no suspected bottom-
intensified curents, the error due to assuming zero or constant velocity within the bottom
trangles may be sma. Ths method may be adequate for a calculation of the tota trsport
across a section; however, significant errors may still result if the bottom or lower deep
water trsport are examed individually.
A slightly more sophisticated calculation of bottom trangle transport can be
obtained by keeping velocity shear constat within the bottom trangle. In this manner
changes in velocity can be extrapolated down into the bottom trangle. However, this
method also becomes suspect if the vertcal density grent is believed to change over the
range of extrapolation. A refinement of this model (Roemmich 1979; Zemba 1991)
involves weightig the vertcal shear by the ratio:
N 2(z)
2N (zdc~, (A-I)
where N(zdc~ is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency at the deepest common level of the two
stations, and N(z) is the Brunt- V aisala profile for the deeper station within the bottom
trangle. The latter is thus determed solely from data at the deeper of the two stations.
Ths method assumes that the separation and slope of isopycnals remains constat within
the bottom trangles.
If any non-zero velocity is ascribed to the bottom trangles, the possibilty of
topogrphic blockig must be considere Over rough topogrphy the bottom area between
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two stations frequently cannot be adequately approximated by a trangle. For instace, hills
in the sea-floor bathymetr ca,n cause bottom 'trangles' to be parally or entiely blocked.
An example of such intervening topography is shown in Figure AI. Station locations are
overlaid on the topography across two pars of the 11°N section: (a) along the eastern
continental slope, and (b) along the western side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR). In
Figure Ala, the area below the DCL of any two stations is well represented by a trangle;
however, in Figure A 1 b, most of the bottom trangles are at least parally occupied by
topography. As can be seen from Figure 6, Figure A1b is actually more representative of
the section as a whole.
An argument can sometimes' be made for ignoring intervening topography. The
geostrophic current may divide and accelerate around the topography, causing the
calculated transport to be equal to the product of the tre reduced areas and the increased
velocities (McCarey 1992a). Although this may be tre for some of the narow (relative
to the station spacing) spikes occurng in the bathymetr (see Figure 6), intervening
topogrphy cannot be ignored in the many bottom trangles which are completely occupied
by topography. In this study we assume that intervening topography can be ignored
everywhere except within the bottom trangles, Le., outside the bottom trangles the
topogrphy is assumed not to support any pressure gradient After examing each station
pai individualy the bottom trangle areas are adjusted to include only that area not blocked
by topogrphy.
In this study two methods of obtaining bottom trangle transport are compared.
(The reference levels used to obtan these transports is discussed in Section 2c, and are
shown in Table 2.) In the fist method velocties withn the bottom trangles are assumed to
be constat and equal to the velocity at the DCL, and in the second method the vertcal
shear is assumed to be weighted by the ratio given in Equation (A-1). In each case bottom
trangle aras are adjusted to account for topographic blocking as descrbed above. Figure
A2 shows integrated bottom trangle transport of AABW (8 ~ I.8°C) and lower NADW
(1.8° ~ 8'~ 2.4°C) as computed by each of these methods. For both the AABW and the
lower NADW, individual bottom trangle transport differ by less than 0.3 Sv, depending
on the methnd chosen. When these transports are integrated over the entie section, the
differences between these two methods are roughly 0.3 Sv for the AABW and 0.4 Sv for
the lower NADW. (For all other water masses the integrated dierences are less than 0.1
Sv.) For consistency, the more sophisticated weighted shear method is used for al bottom
trgles with the exception of those descrbed below.
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For the four shallowest station pais (all less than 1400 m depth), we consistently
approximate the DCL of the two stations as a level of no motion. (Reference level choice is
addressed in Section 2c.) In such a situation the use of the weighted vertcal shear method
would unrealstically attbute a bottom trangle velocity with a sign opposite to that of the
velocity just above the level of no motion. (One could avoid this velocity reversal by
assuming a level of no motion at the deepest point of the deeper of the two stations instead
of at the DCL. However, for these paricular station pais this process gives exceptionally
large velocties which are in disagreement with nearby curent meter, float and ADCP data.)
Since there is no evidence to suggest that a velocity reversal at depth exists, we assume no
bottom trangle trsport for these parcular station pai.
The weighted vertical shear method is also inappropriate for two station pairs
located along the western continenta slope, #81/82 and #80/81, and one station pai along
the eastern continental slope, #3/4. At station pai #81/82 the velocity diectly above the
DCL increases strongly with depth. As ilustrated iri Figure A3, velocity extrpolation by
means of a weighted vertcal shear causes the velocities within this bottom trangle to be
extrmely large and positive (though admttedy smaler than if we had assumed a constant
vertcal shear). Even the use of the first method described above, i.e. assuming a constat
velocity of 27.5 cm/s, results in an unacceptably large bottom trangle transport of 0.8 Sv.
Since trcer data indicates that the southward flowing core of upper NADW is banked up
against the continenta slope at 1800 m, this large positive bottom trangle transport is
disturbing. Furermore, this core of upper NADW is evident in thé velocity profie of the
deeper adjacent station pai (see Figue A3), and thus again argues against a large positive
bottom trangle transport at 1800 m for station pair #81/82. With no way of determning
precisely hnw much of the upper NADW core is located within this bottom trangle, it is
reasonable to assÙme that the nortward transport roughly cancels the expected southward
transport. Thus we attbute no net bottom trangle trnsport to this station pai. Since a
similar scenaro exists for station pais #80/81 and #3/4 we assume no net transport in these
bottom trangles as well.
The maxmum error incured by using the weighted shear method is assumed to be
equal to the magnitude of the bottom trangle transport, while the minimum error is
probably roughly equal to the difference in the results of the two method described above
and shown in Figure A2. The error in AABW transport resulting from the uncertnty in
the bottom trangle flow is thus assumed to range between 0.3 and 1.8, or on average
roughly 1 Sv. As a result of the relatively smal net transports of AABW this uncertty is
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signifcant, and is the domiant source of error in all AABW trsport estimates thoughout
ths paper. The bottom trangl~ error associated with the lower NADW is assumed to rage
between 0.4 and 0.6 Sv, but as a result of the typically large transport of lower NADW,
this error is typically small as compared to the errors in the Ekman and western bounda
transport estimates as well as that due to reference level choice. As a result of the small
bottom trangle areas associated with each of the shallower water masses, in these cases
errors due to bottom trangle transport uncertty are negligible.
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TABLE I. Definiuons of wate.r masse in terms of potenua1 temperature classes.
SUac wate.r 9 ;: 24°C
thermocline water 12° -: 9 -: 24°C
lower thermocline water 7° -: 9 -: 12°C
AA 4.7° -: 9 -: 7.0°C
uppr NADW 3.2° -: 9 -: 4.7°C
middle NADW 2.4° -: 9 -: 3.2°C
lowe.r NADW 1.8° -: 9 -: 2.4°C
AAW 9 -: 1.8°C
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TABLE 2. The 30 combinuons of reference levels for Regions 2 and 3, selecte suca tht the net flow of
AABW within the western basin is ~ -0.5 Sv (before mass conservauon is impose) and tota NADW
trsport is maximized. These combinauons, also depicted in Figure 9b, are associated with a 1100 db
reference level in Region 1 and a 2100 db reference level in Region 4.
Reference level Reference level
foc for
Region 2 (db) Region 3 (db)
200 160
2200 1700
2200 1800
2300 1800
2300 1900
2400 1900
2400 200
2500 1900
2500 200
2500 2100
260 200
260 2100
260 2200
2700 200
2700 2100
2700 2200
2700 2300
2800 2100
2800 2200
2800 2300
2800 2400
2900 2100
2900 2200
2900 2300
2900 2400
2900 2500
300 2200
300 2300
300 2400
300 2500
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TABLE 3. Estimates of the DWBC.
Metod lat. DWBC(" (Sv)
Stommel and Arons, 1960 geostrphic velocities 35° 20
Swalow and Wortington, 1961 geotrophic velocities referece to dit 33° 7
velocity meaurements; data below l00m
Barett 1965 geostrphic velocities referenc to dit 35° 12
velocity meaurments; data below 150m
Richardsn & Knauss, 1971 geostrphic velocities reference to dirt 35° 10
velocity meaurments
Amos et aI., 1971 geostrophic velocities reference to 200m; 30 22
data below 200m
Richan, 1977 geostrphic velocities reference to dit 35° . 24
velocity meaurements; data below l00m
La, 1984 curnt meters; data below 800m 28° 24
Fine & Molinar, 1988 geOstrophic velocities referenced to bottom; 26S 23.8
data below l00m 19° 8.3
Le et at., 1990 curnt meters; data below 800 m 26S 30
Lean and Ham, 1990 geostrophic velocities referenced to
PEGASUS data; da below 800 m 26.5° 35
Molina et aI., 1992 geotrphic velocities referenced to 4.7°C; 0"- 17.5-33.0
data below 4.7°C 14.5°
Johns et aI., 19918 curnt meter, data below 2500 go 22
ths study da below 4.7° 8-~ 26.5 i: 1.8
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TABLE 4. ESUIates of the meridional overting cell in the Atltic Ocea, defined as the tota NADW
plus AABW trsport or equivalently the net trsport above (or below) roughly 4° - 5° C.
Metod Meridional Cell
(Sv)
Hall & Bryden, 1982 IGY hydrgrhy (§ 24 ON 15.6
October, 1957
Roemmich, 1983 IGY hydrgrhy (§ 8°N 21
May, 1957 
Roemmich & Wunsch, 1985 hydrgrhy (§ 24°N 18/ 18t
IGY October, 1957 /August, 1981
Roemmich & Wunsch, 1985 hydrgrhy (§ 36°N 12/ 17t
IGY April-May, 1957/ June, 1981
Saniento, 1986 model results at lION 10
Semtner & Chervin, 1988 model results at 11 ON 7.5
Rintoul, 1991 IGY hydrogrhy (§ 32°S 13
April-June, 1959
Schmitz and Richaon, 1991 hydrogrphy of Florida Strts 13
and Cabbe pasges
Semtner & Chervin, 1992 model results at lION 10
Sper & Tziperman, 1992 ai-se heat and freshwater flux da 7*
this study hydrgrhy (§ lION 5.2 :t 1.6
Marh, 1989
t Results shown are from reference level caculations using tota trsport constraints. First number is
obtaned using IGY data from 1957 while seond is obtaed using 1981 data
* From ai-se data a deep watr sing rate of 9 Sv is determined for the Nort Atlantic. Combining ths
with a tyica AABW trsprt of 2 Sv yields an overting rate of 7 Sv.
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TABLE 5. Indiect and model esumates of the annual average heat transprt across 100 - iioN in the
Atlanuc.
METIOD HEAT FLUX 
(x 1014 W)
Bunker, 1976 sUDac heat budget 8.2
Lab, 1981 sUDac heat budget 11.3
Russll et al., 1985 modl 14
Hsiung, 1985 sUDac heat budget 8
Saniento, 1986 model 8
Philander & Pacaowski, 1986 model 9.5
Semtner & Chervin, 1988 model 6
Semtner & Chervin, 1992 model 8
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TABLE 6. Indirect and model estiates of het trsprt across lION in March.
METHOD HEAT FLUX
(x 1014 W)
Russell et aI., 1985 model 19*
.
Sariento, 1986 model 12
Philander & Pacaowski, 1986 model 14
Hsiung et aI., 1989 sUDac heat budget 17
. uiis estimate represnts an average over Januar, Februar, and March.
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ADCP data only .. . CTD and ADP data
o
o 100 150
distance offshore (km)
200 25050
FIG. 2. Schematic of the depth profie of the westernmost 250 km of the iioN secuon. The shaowest of
the CTD's (depicte above by dahed lines) was taen at the 200 m isobath, roughly 150 km offshore. To
the west of this CTD, only ADCP data exists.
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(a) Reference Level = 4500 db
~ 7° -12.1 I 0.3 :1:1:11:llillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:llllilll1111111111111111111111111:11:1:
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FIG. 3. Gestrophic transports in varous temperature classes (as defined in Table 1) for two historical
reference levels (a) 4500 db and (b) 1200 db. Net geostrphic trsprt is forc to be equa and opposite to
the sum of the Ekan and shallow NBC trsprt by adding a uniform reference velocity to the section of:
(a) v 0= -0.21 cms and (b) v 0= +0.08 cm/s.
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FIG. 10. Mea geostrophic trsprt in four temperatur classes for the 30 reference level
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baanced by adding a unifonn baotropic velocity across the section in order to force the
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FIG. 12. continued
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FIG. 14. Trasprt of e ~ 4.7°C integrted seaward from ile western bounda. The DWBC, defined as
flow to ile west of ile maximum integrted trsport of e ~ 4.7°C, trsprt 26.5 Sv souilward. Half of
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FIG. 18. Schematic map showing the major trpica curents betwee July and September, when the NOM
Equatona Counercurent flows swiftly eatward across the Atlantic and into the Guinea Current. From
Janua thugh June the countercurent usually disappes, and westward velocities are typically seen in
ths ar. (From Richarn and Walsh 1986.)
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